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Boxer, Fiorina participate in only scheduled debate before election

bv Anthonv Goni
Contributing Writer

In
America's
troubled
economy, it's a good time to be
a Gael.
In a recent article, Forbes.
com ranked Saint Mary's fifth
on its list of universities that
will make their students wealthy
after graduation. Saint Mary's
comes in fifth behind Williams
College, Dartmouth, Stanford,
and Santa Clara University.
Forbes's study aimed to find
colleges that bring in students
who are statistically expected
to make a certain amount of
money after they graduate,
but then greatly exceed those
expectations.
The three main criteria
for judging the colleges are:
the percentage of students
rece1vmg Pell Grants, the
number of students who scored
in the seventy-fifth percentile on

~-·· iljllilflii- •iil-f their SATs, and the number of
Courtesy of New York Times

California Senatorial candidates Barbara Boxer and Carly Fiorina faced off in a senatorial debate last Wednesday, September 1 in LeFevre Theatre.

bV M. Bruer & B. West
Editors-in-Chief

Saint Mary's hosted the first
- and possibly only - 2010
California Senate Debate last
Wednesday, September 1, between incumbent Democratic
Senator Barbara Boxer and
Republican challenger Carly
Fiorina in LeFevre Theatre.
The candidates discussed topics including the economy, the
environment, immigration, gay
marriage and abortion - but both
candidates also utilized their air
time to take shots at one another.

Fiorina portrayed herself as a
businesswoman who began her
work in a small business, endearing herself to business owners
while describing the pinnacle
that is the American dream. Her
opening remarks focused on the
economy; she stated, "In the last
20 months alone, our unemployment rate has grown from 10.2
percent to 12.3 percent."
Boxer, meanwhile, utilized
her opening remarks to mention
three things: after-school programming for children, a care
center for wounded veterans,
and job creation. A three-term
incumbent, Boxer consistently

brought up Fiorina's previous
job as CEO of Hewlett-Packard
(HP). She went on the offensive
by citing thousands of jobs that
Fiorina eliminated or allowed to
be shipped overseas.
"Jobs are my focus," Boxer
said. "And when I talk about
shipping jobs overseas, I'm reminded of my opponent." Boxer
highlighted Fiorina's departure
from HP and the $21 million
severance package she received,
referring to Fiorina's ideas as
"Wall Street values."
Fiorina in turn defended her
time with HP, and said that
California needed to become

financial aid and, in this study,
is used to predict how much
money students might make
after they graduate. Statistically
speaking, recipients of needbased financial aid earn less
money after graduation than
students not receiving such aid.
Forbes's
study
claims
that Saint Mary's alumni, in
about ten to nineteen years
after graduation, earn an
average salary of $97,415.
In comparison, the average
earnings for the 611 schools
together totaled $74, 709.

more competitive in order to
keep companies from going
elsewhere. "You sometimes
have to make the agonizing
choice to lose some jobs to save
more," she said, adding, "This
is the 21st century: any job can
go anywhere." Fiorina also
attacked Boxer, calling her opponent "one of the most bitterly
partisan members" of the U.S.
Senate and called Boxer's policies devastating for California.
One of the earliest subjects
concerned President Obama's
recent announcement that

Travel dates
•
coming up

see DEBATE, p3

Students show interest at Involvement Fair
bV Javier Hansen
Staff Writer

On Wednesday September
I, students attended the annual
student involvement fair in
Ferroggiaro
Quad
during
community time. The fair
allows students to see what
different clubs and activities are
available on campus, such as the
Mission and Ministry Center,
Democrat and Republican Clubs,
Psychology Club, Recreational
Sports, and the lntercultural

bv Ashlev Hagin

Center.
Besides looking for sports
clubs like Boxing and Rowing,
freshman Luis Hernandez was
interested in clubs that connected
with his cultural background.
He planned to join the Latin
American Student Association
and the Black Student Union.
the
Hernandez
found
involvement fair to be extremely
useful, because "it was a good
way to find out more about what
the school had to offer as well as

News Editor

With January Term travel course
registration swiftly approaching, it is
time for students to start attending
travel course informational sessions.
The informational sessions will
run from September 7 to September
22; registration begins the week of
September 27.
This year, the January Term program is offering 14 travel courses;
11 of which will travel outside the
United States. Students will have the
Ashley Hagin/ COLLEGIAN
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option to travel to Haiti, Thailand,
South Africa, and India, among
others. For students who choose to
stay in the U.S., three options are
available: New Mexico, Yosemite, or
the Sundance Film Festival in Utah.
Applications for January Term
scholarships are available in both
the Financial Aid Office and the
January Term Office; the deadline
for scholarships applications are due
September 15. Scholarship winners
will be notified prior to registration.
To see the most up-to-date information on January Term class
offerings, visit www_,_.s_tma_ry~~~,
~1!Lac<!.d~1nic~Lund.i:;rgn!.dY.Cl~:
r.e..Q.\liJ~ment.siiClUJJ.i!n':!:erm. Hard

copies of the course catalog are also
available from the Resident Advisors
for students who live on campus, and
in the Registrar's Office for students
who live off-campus.
Any questions should be directed
to the January Term Office at 631-

Travel Course Informational Sessions
This Week
September 7
Haiti: 4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
in Dante 218
Jordan: 6:30 p.m. in Fenlon
Hall
Septembers

Haiti: 5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
inDante 218
South Africa: 6:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m. in Dante 114
Jordan: 6:30 p.m. in Fenlon
Hall
September9

South Africa: 6:00 p.m. 7:30 p.m. in Dante 114
September 12

Rome: 9:15 p.m. - 10:15
p.m. in Mission and Ministry

September 13
Sundance: 7:00 p.m. - 8:00
p.m. in Dante 215
September 14

Haiti: 5:00 p.m. -6:30 p.m.
in Dante 218
Laos, Thailand & Singapore: 5:14p.m. -6:15 p.m.
in BROH 114
India: 5: 15 p.m. - 7:00 p.m.
in Dante 215
Italy & France: 7:00 p.m.
in Dante 204
Mexico: 4:30 p.m. - 5:30
p.m. in Dante 204
Colombia: 6:45 - 7:45 p.m.
in Dante 220
New Mexico: 5:00 p.m. 6:00 p.m. in Dante 220

4771.
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socializing in the way of being
able to find people that have
similar preferences." Students
also had the opportunity to
learn about leadership positions
such as Orientation Leaders and
Weekend of Welcome volunteers.
Some students found that
many of the clubs are timeconsuming and hard to schedule

in between classes. Freshman
Prisila Alvarez was pleased with
the diversity of clubs offered but
said, "it was hard to choose only
the ones that fit my schedule."
Clubs on campus are considered
a great way to boost student
involvement, promote various
interests, and to give students a
break from rigorous academic

schedules.
The involvement fair is not
the only time to sign up for clubs
-most clubs invite students to
join all year long. To learn more
about how to get involved on
campus, be sure to pay attention
to posters around campus or visit
the Student Involvement and
Leadership office.

We are always looking for new writers!

~ j<>~ ~ <>14 'Pfo14~ ~ 6~ ~ 'l!J~e- IZI

r~ di>~'°~ 'Yh;/!,~;t~~1
Feel free to bring friends and story ideas.
No prior experience is necessary.

Applications available at
223 Ferroggiaro Hall

Crime Beat
08/04/10
8:08 p.m.
Incident: Grand theft.
Synopsis: BMX bicycle, value
$695, stolen from McKeon Pavilion (exterior); referred to Athletics
and Loss Prevention.
The Collegian is the official newspaper of the Associated Students of
Saint Mary's College. The Collegian
is published weekly, except du.ring
examination periods and academic
recesses. The Collegian reserves the
right to bold and edit all submitted
materials, solicited and unsolicited.
The CollegiatT's Editorial Board is
comprised of all oversight staff
members. Other opinions expressed
are not necessarily endorsed by The
Collegian, its contn"butors and/or advertisers. To place an advertisement
or inquire about a subscription, call
The Collegian's Business Department
at 925.631.4279 or visit www.smccol-

personal items from Assumption
Hall; referred to Community Life.
08/26/10
4:35 p.m.
Incident: Damage to SMC prop-

juana, paraphernalia and alcohol (under 21) in South Claeys;
referred to Community Life and
Moraga Police.

Synopsis: Broken door crank and
window at Freitas Hall; referred
to Community Life and Facilities
Services.

08/30/10
1:30 p.m.
Incident: Petty theft.
Synopsis: Multiple speed bike with
broken gears stolen from Ageno A;
suspended.

08/28/10
7:15 a.m.
Incident: Hit and run.
Synopsis: Scuff marks on driver's
side door in North Claeys Parking
Lot; suspended.

08/31/10
10:00 a.m.
Incident: Petty theft.
Synopsis: Baby blue Trek mountain bike stolen from Justin hall
bike rack; suspended

08/10/10
5:05 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Injured raccoon at Chapel Loop area; suspended.

08/29/10
10:10 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation - possession of marijuana and
paraphernalia.
Synopsis: Lying to a College
Official and tampering with a
smoke detector in Guerrieri West;
referred to Community Life.

09/01/10
4:30 p.m.
Incident: Information only.
Synopsis: Disrespect to College
Official at parkway near front gate,
noncompliant; referred to Dean of
Students.

08/20/10
11:08 a.m.
Incident: Petty theft.
Synopsis: Missing fan, cleaning
supplies, school supplies, and other

08/29/10
10:39 p.m.
Incident: Student handbook violation
Synopsis: Possession of mari-

08/06/10
9:11 p.m.
Incident: Suspicious occurrence.
Synopsis: Intoxicated non-student
sent home in taxicab from men's
restroom at Soda Center; suspended.
9:53 a.m.
08/08/10
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Damaged golf cart at
trail leading to Cross and Observatory and Ageno East Parking Lot;
referred to Facilities services.

legian.com/advertising.

erty.

09/02/10
11:30 a.m.
Incident: Vandalism.
Synopsis: Damage to observatory
tower from possible blunt objects
striking tower; referred to Loss
Prevention.

BRYANT WEST

Much to talk
about nothing
Forget about who won the debate. Last Wednesday's event, held
in Lefevre Theatre, had a clear
loser - the state of California.
This isn't to say the debate wasn't
hosted well. LeFevre Theatre was
beautiful and Saint Mary's had its
name plastered around enough
places to get ample television exposure. For a small private school
to get this kind of air time, in what
could be the only debate these two
candidates will have this election,
is beyond amazing.
But it's too bad that the debate
wasn't as pretty as the set.
It was a political cat-fight, opaque
as it comes. Both incumbent Democrat Barbara Boxer and challenging
Republican Carly Fiorina had
plenty to say about their opponent
and not really much to say about
California. Boxer's arsenal of weapons included such catch phrases
as "shipped jobs overseas" and
the ever-popular "big business."
Fiorina in turn found a way to turn
every response into "Boxer is part
of big government," or, "Boxer has
lost touch with the people."
If anyone who tuned into the
debate actually hoped to hear
anything worthwhile, it was clear
pretty quickly that nothing would
really be said.
Moderator and KTVU Political
Editor Randy Shandobil did his
best to keep both candidates honest and transparent - interrupting
both women in their monologues or
pressing a question if the candidate
failed to answer.
One of these instances ended
up being Fiorina's biggest faux-pas
of the night. When asked if she'd
vote to overturn AB 32, the Global
Warming Solutions Act of 2006,
Fiorina went off topic and talked a
national energy policy.
"So, time is up," Shandobil interrupted, "but you didn't answer part
of (the) question, which is, 'do you
support Prop. 23', which would
suspend AB 32?"
"My focus is on a national energy policy," Fiorina began.
But Randy didn't let her finish
another off-topic ramble. "Yes or
no? Just answer, do you support it?"
"I have not taken (a stance) on
it," Fiorina finally conceded. Boxer
jumped on her opponent's gaffe, but
the clear winner of the debate was
Shandobil - another small win for
honest, transparent politics.
While studies show that negative
politics - attacking your opponent
rather than professing your own
beliefs - are effective with voters,
it's sickening to think that this is
what politics has come down to. We
should not allow this to continue negative ads do nothing but delude
us from the true heart of political
discussions. It becomes less about
the issues and more about the images of the candidate - who has less
filth smeared on their reputation?
No wonder America has become
so disconnected with politics.

Wednesday, September 8,

DEBATE:
Immigration,
environment
among issues
continued from page 1
America's combat role in Iraq
had officially ended. The candidates were asked if the war was
worth the cost, as well as when
it is time to say enough.
Boxer explained that despite
not voting for the war, she
voted for 85 percent of all the
spending bills proposed. Senator
Boxer had some difficulty with
a question about holding President Obama accountable for a
withdrawal date in Afghanistan,
and responded that she was part
of a bill that would ask Obama
do to just that. "I don't think this
is a matter of partisanship. It's
a matter of our troops. We need
to rebuild America. We're in a
tough time," she said.
Fiorina was then given the
chance to respond . She said,
"Let's take a look at [Boxer's] record supporting men and women
in uniform. She voted against
body armor. She voted against
support for brain trauma and
post-traumatic stress syndrome.
She voted against extended leave
for families."
While both candidates continuously assailed each other, some
of the debate moments were
more light-hearted. Some questions had been pre-recorded by
voters and one, from a Democrat
in Oakland, asked Boxer why
she didn't "let other people try"
at a Senate seat. Boxer laughed
and replied, "Well, my answer
is... every election is a chance.
That's what America is about."
When asked if she would vote
to overturn Roe v. Wade, Fiorina
discussed her pro-life stance and
stated that if given the opportunity, she would vote to overturn
it. But she quickly added that
she wanted states to have the
opportunity to vote on abortion
and said, "It's not an issue that
I'm running on."
Polls indicated both candidates were nearly tied going
into the debate. With no other
debates scheduled, it remains to
be seen how much impact this
one had on voters.
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Fair Trade Fridays in the Mission and Ministry Center offer coffee, chocolate
conference hosted by
the University of San
Diego in October 2009.
Delmore, a junior,
described her experience at Cafe Justo as
"humbling." She explained, "It was in the
basement of someone's
house - basically this
man showed us how
he makes a living by
roasting coffee." She
continued, "The least
we could do is drink
therrcoffeeandsupport
them."
Delmore got involved in the Farr Trade
movement as a freshAshley Hagin/COLLEGIAN
.
Sh
man m 2008 . e says,
Catholic Relief Services Campus Associate Abby Delmore' 12 coordinates the monthly "I became a Mission
Fair Trade Friday events the first of which was held last week on Friday, September 3 .

'

bv Ashley Hagin
News Editor

It's a Friday morning -where are
you getting your coffee?
On the first Friday of every
month, the Mission and Ministry
Center sponsors an event from 9:00
a.m. to noon called Farr Trade Friday. Students, faculty and staff are
invited to the Mission and Ministry
center for free coffee and chocolate;
guest speakers are often present to
talk about social justice issues and
occasionally Farr Trade items are
available for purchase. The Mission
and Ministry Center puts on this
monthly event in partnership with
Catholic Relief Services (CRS) campus associate Abby Delmore '12, to

raise awareness about Farr Trade.
CRS Farr Trade, according to therr
website, is a program that strives to
efuninate "exploitative middlemen"
and share "more of a product's value
with the people who made it." It
offers "better trading conditions .
.. [and secures] the rights of marginalized producers and workers."
Farr Trade Friday is Saint Mary's
contribution to this effort.
The Mission and Ministry Center
purchases the coffee from De La
Salle High School in Yakima, Washington, where Farr Trade coffee is
sold as a fundraiser; however, Delmore toured Cafe Justo in Tijuana
last year where the coffee is actually
roasted. She visited Tijuana while
attending a CRS campus associate

d M. .

tud

t

an
rm~s
m
leader when I was a
freshman here, and I have always
been interested in social justice
work. The CRS campus associate
opportunity was presented to me and
I thought it would be a great thing to
get involved in."
While Farr Trade Friday arms to
inform the entITe campus about the
plights of others, the events have a
history of drawing small crowds.
According to Delmore, visitors usually consist of staff members and
people associated with Mission and
Ministry.
Delmore explains, "All we're trying to do is bring awareness to the
campus about what's happening to
this world and the obligations that
we have to people in need."

Jan Term Travel Info Session Haiti
Tuesday, September 7
4:30 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday, September 8
5:00 p.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Dante 218
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
Jan Term Travel Info Session Jordan
Tuesday, September 7
Wednesday, September 8
6:30 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Fenlon Hall
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
Jan Term Travel Info Session South Africa
Wednesday, September 8
Thursday, September 9
6:00 p.m. - 7:30 p.m.
Dante 114
Contact Chris O'Steen
x477l

Haiti - Direct Earthquake
Relief
Thursday, September 9
7:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Hagergy Lounge
Contact Renee Egan
x4145
Senior Orientation

Soda Center
Contact Patty Bishop
Movie Night
Friday, September 10
9:00 p.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hagerty Lounge
Contact Reuben Greenwald
x4704
Jan Term Travel Info Session Rome
Sunday, September 12
9:15 p.m. -10:15 p.m.
Mission & Ministry
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771
Campus of Difference
Monday, September 13
8:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
Soda Center
Contact Mary McCall
x4754

Jan Term Travel Info Session Sundance
Monday, September 13
7:00 p.m. - 8:00 p.m.
Dante215
Contact Chris O'Steen
x4771

Positions include:

Applications available
outside of the Collegian
office at
223 Ferroggiaro Hall
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Monthly event aims to raise awareness

The Collegian is
looking for new
Senior Staff!
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographers

io10

Planning an event?

I

W<?-nt it in The Collegian?
-mail us with the details of your
event at:
collegia@strnarys-ca.edu
or call for more information:
(925) 631-4279

Sorry, but due to space
limitations we cannot list
individual club meetings.

Wed nesday, September 8 4

OPiNioN
Harvard
gets a D

(Hf ~OlltGIAN

Positions Include:
Sports Editor
Assistant News Editor
Assistant Opinion Editor
Assistant Detour Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Chief Photographer
Photographers
Applications are available outside of the Collegian office, F erroggiaro Hall.

bv Anthon Gonl
Contributing Writer

As the school year begins
students all over the country are
interested in what others think of
their chosen college - and now there
is a website that is grading colleges
in a new way that leaves Harvard
with a "D" and Yale with an "F."
The site is called What will they
learn? Its main criteria for grading
schools is based around core
curriculum. The idea is that colleges
which allow students to test out of
certain classes based on SAT and
AP test scores are doing a disservice
to those students. What will they
learn? grades schools on the core
classes that are required. According
to the site, students should be
taking courses in composition,
literature, foreign language, U.S.
history, economics, mathematics
and natural or physical sciences.
The fewer core courses required the
lower the college will score.
At a time when the American
economy is circling the drain
and jobs are hard to find, college
graduates should be armed with
all of the tools they will need to
succeed in a world that forces
people to quickly adapt to change,
or struggle trying to do so. Colleges
require core courses to enable their
student body to be more wellrounded and ready for the world
after graduation. A college that
has a strong core curriculum turns
its students into social Swiss Army
knives able to adjust to a changing
world.
While I find that this site has the
right idea about core curriculum,
I wouldn't base my college choice
on their rankings. There seems to
be problems with fact checking as I
noticed an error when I looked up
the grade for Saint Mary's College.
The problem is that the site claims
that Saint Mary's doesn't require a
literature course. Clearly someone
has made a mistake. We have the
collegiate seminar which is the
cornerstone of the college's core
curriculum. Students are required
to read some of the greatest
books in all of literature and then
discuss them to better understand
the meaning of the book and
how its message is relevant in the
modem world. I began to wonder
if there were other mistakes out
there. I noticed that both Saint
John's college and Thomas
Aquinas' college received ''A:s."
These colleges have Great Books
programs, a lot like Saint Mary's
own Integral Program. They
don't use textbooks, and I have
never heard of the great book of
Micro-Economics, yet it turns out
that they neither have economics
classes nor do they read economics
textbooks. They don't teach the
subject but somehow they were
checked off as requiring economics
in their core curriculum.
With these simple mistakes I
cannot recommend What will they
learn? to friends who are looking for
colleges. I am, however, convinced
that a strong core curriculum is a
good thing to keep in mind when
looking for the right college.

The Collegian is now accepting applications for
senior staff positions!

Wikileaks shows need for confidenciality
Information could put at risk those serving in Afghanistan, should be protected
bv Alben Garcia
Staff Writer

n an act condemned by the
Pentagon, but praised by
free speech advocates, WikiLeaks
released on their website more
than 76 ,000 records and intelligence reports about the war in
Afghanistan, providing in detail
various accounts and incidents
from coalition forces.
The reports include unreported deaths of hundreds of
civilians at the hands of allied
forces, and speculation from
NATO commanders suggesting Pakistan and Iran, which
neighbor Afghanistan, may be
fueling the Afghan insurgency.
The publication of these files by
WikiLeaks-which was at first
made available to the Guardian,
The New York Times and the
German Der Spiegel-has been
considered one of the biggest
leaks in US military history. Officials at the Pentagon have even
gone as far as to claim that this
leak immediately puts the lives
of US service members and informants in jeopardy.
The incident has been compared to the controversy surrounding the publication of the
Pentagon papers by the New York
Times in 197 1, which contained a
secret study surrounding the war
in Vietnam - a case which eventually came before the Supreme
Court , who eventually declined
to block their publication, ruling
in favor of free speech.
Today's modern controversy is
likewise expected to be brought
before the Supreme Court, if the
US Congress provokes legislation that would require judicial
review.
Recent Supreme Court appointee Sonia Sotomayor was
asked to comment on the WikiLe~
aks controversy when visiting the
University of Denver. Sotomayor
responded that she couldn't comment exactly on the case, because
it was likely to come up before
the court. She did, however, talk
about the ramifications such a
case would have.
Sotomayor ·said that the balance between the issues of free
speech a nd n ati onal secu rity
are, " a constant struggle in this
socie ty, b etwee n our se curity

I

needs and our first amendment
rights, and one that has existed
throughout our history." She
also responded by saying the
issue, "was not the beginning of
that question, but an issue that
keeps arising from generation to
generation, of how far we will
permit government restriction
on freedom of speech in favor
of protection of the country .. .
There's no black-and-white
line."
Though free speech and free
press are certainly important
American rights and are rightfully protected activities, when
regard ing a n a ctive milit ary
conflict that continues to rage
on years after its inception, common sense should prevail. The

protection of military personnel,
informants, and the reports of
a sensitive nature in regards to
national security is an issue that
certainly comes into play. The
issue at hand regards the security
surrounding those actively and
formerly involved with the war
in Afghanistan. This is definitely
an issue that has no clear-cut
resolution, and the Supreme
Court will have to weigh both of
the issues at hand very carefully.
Even though the public deserves
to know the details of the war,
the cost at which the information
comes is too high a price to pay
- at least while the conflict continues on. Once the conflict has
finally ended, however, then all
the information should become

available. Looking at the history
of protected speech and freedom of press and information,
the Court has often and consistently ruled in favor of protecting speech and press, sometimes
even in extreme situations and
circumstances. However, would
the release of such documents
and the potential risks faced by
military personal pose a clear
and present danger to national
security? If so, perhaps the documents may be taken down , but
considering how protected free
speech has been in our history,
and looking back at the similar
ruling by the Court regarding the
Pentagon papers, the WikiLeaks
are likely to remain available to
the public on their website.

BRING YOUR ELIGIBLE WORKING ELECTRONICS

INTO THE SHACK AND GET AGIFT CARD:
With our Trade & Save program, you can get
the best for less! All you have to do is bring in
your eligible electronics and The Shack will
give you a gift card for the appraised value. It's
the best way to get the newest gear for less.

•
:::

Mobile Phones

ml

MP3 Players

~
Cameras&
Camcorders

~Hlg
w;;;...

B{l

GPS Receivers

Game Consoles
&Games

Visit your nearest RadioShack:
The Clock Tower
3573 Mount Diablo Blvd.
Lafayette, (925) 283-2023

®RadioShack®

'Value will be given on a RadioShack Gift Card. Products must be in working condition and able to "power on'" in order to be appraised. Appraisal is offered at the sole
discretion of The St1ack Trade & Save Program and is based on the device's condition, applicable processing fees and trade in of any included chargers, cables or ot11er
accessories. All exchanges are final. Trade-in program not available wl1ere prohibited by local law See participating stores for details.
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Senatorial Face-off: Who Won the Event?
Mrs. Fiorina, Can You Please Answer the Question?
bV James Brock

bv Greg Contreras

Opinion Editor

n Wednesday, September 1, 2010,
Saint Mary's College of California
hosted a debate between California Senator
Barbara Boxer (D, CA) and Carly Fiorina.
Fiorina, a Republican and former executive
for Hewlett-Packard, is challenging the three
term incumbent in the upcoming midterm
elections this November.
After each candidate finished giving a
brief introduction, the sparks began to fly.
The diametrically opposed ideologues did not
waste any opportunity to engage in
political muckraking at the debate
- a debate permeated with partisan
politics.
The central theme of the debate
for each of the candidates was
simple: the Democratic incumbent,
Barbara Boxer, tried to paint herself
as the savior and champion of the
underprivileged or average American citizen - in other words, as a
person of the people. In addition,
Boxer tried to make her opponent appear to be a henchman shamelessly
prostituting herself to special interest
groups - namely, big-business.
Republican candidate Carly
Fiorina strove to portray herself as
a business-savvy entrepreneur who
would usher in new legislation to
promote economic growth in California. On the other hand, Fiorina
used the debate as a platform to
insinuate Boxer was a member of
big-government - a government
that has grown too large and is hurting the economy because it is placing
too many regulations on small and
large businesses alike.
Although both Boxer and Fiorina
relied on a lot of eloquent rhetoric in order to
sway voters their way, Fiorina's excessive use
of verbal diarrhea left many in the crowd, including this non-partisan observer, wondering
if it was her intention to turn LeFevre Theater
into a giant septic tank.
The verbal flatulence that spewed from
Fiorina's mouth was so off that the moderator
of the event had to request that Fiorina answer
the questions, which both candidates were
asked, instead of dancing around them. This
didn't only happen only once, either.
For example, when asked whether or not
Fiorina would repeal Roe v. Wade if she could,
the former HP executive skirted around the
question like former President George W.
Bush dances around the grammatical rules
governing the English language. First, she
started talking about off-shore drilling and

0

Contributing Writer

Proposition 8, using them as a means of affirming her trust in the American people to decide on tough issues, such as Roe v. Wade. The
sub-text, unlike her answer, was crystal-clear:
if voters supported the idea of overturning
Roe v. Wade, then she would whole-heartedly
follow through with such a request. Finally,
she attempted to make it clear that what she
thinks is that the will of the people should be
served over ideological interests - thereby
effectively avoiding directly answering the

aint Mary's College of California,
our beloved college, had the distinct
honor of hosting one of the Senatorial
debates between incumbent democrat Barbara Boxer - who according to her must
be addressed by her current title - and
challenging Republican Carly Fiorina.
Brother Ron preambled the debate, and
very wisely noted that our campus is the
perfect place to host an event such as this.
We as students of a great Liberal Arts

question in the entire ninety seconds she was
allotted. After her time was up, the moderator
had to request-yet again-that Fiorina stick
to the question, instead of trying to change the
topic. And this is exactly what we do not need
in California: another elected official who
cannot even answer a simple question without
dropping a red-herring into their response.
Although much of what Fiorina had to
say seemed trite and overtly contrived, she
did make one good point. For instance, in
her closing remarks, Fiorina stated something
that is an absolute reality: If we want to fix
the dire condition of our great state, then we
need to send the right people to Washington.
As a registered Republican, it pains me to have
to say that the right person for the job just so
happens to be on the left side of the political
spectrum. And that person is Barbara Boxer.

college have been encouraged to follow
a path that leads to Truth. We also must
understand that one of the Seven Liberal
Arts, namely Rhetoric, can be used to
pursue Truth, but can also be used as a
tool to deceive.
Barbara Boxer has shown herself to
be a great politician - and of course this
should not be taken as a compliment.
Throughout the entire debate, question
after question, empty rhetoric flowed out
from Boxer at a greater rate than the oil
came out in the Gulf. Her theatrics, I'm
sure, made a great impact on those who
were unable to fight against the current
of rhetoric.
Boxer claimed to support choice and
freedom, but for some reason this kind of
liberty only apply to abortion. She does

S

not support choice and freedom when it
comes to a person's hard earned money,
or anything else for that matter. Boxer
claimed to have learned from history, yet
she has not learned that her failed policies
have caused this great state to be on the
brink of, if not in, the black hole of failure.
This doesn't, however, mean that her
challenger blew anybody's socks off. I
fear that the only thing worse than Boxer's
attitude, and policies, is the obvious partisanship that Fiorina was inclined
to flaunt. Fiorina
was prone to using Boxer's main
tool, rhetoric, to
help her case. The
fact is: she lacks
the political experience that one
might hope for.
Quite frankly, this
means she hasn't
been corrupted by
the evil that leads
to a career politician.
Despite the fact
that most liberalminde d voters
discredit financial
success, Fiorina's
ex perience a s a
CEO should be
a dmired . It wa s
quite easy to see
that the questions
were geared in
Boxers
favor, and
Co urtesy o f newyorktimes .com
I congratulate
Fiorina on only stumbling once. Prop 23
caused grief for Fiorina. I will say what
she was not brave enough to say. Fiorina
should have pointed out that she is not arrogant enough to take a position without
proper investigation, I'm convinced that
the reason she refrained from saying this
is due to the implications it would have
had towards her opponent.
The point is this : if you vote based on
this or any single debate then you should
not be allowed to vote. Fiorina is my candidate, but I have carefully developed this
position out of research, NOT political
party, and of course not solely based on
her words. The expectancy that others will
disagree is evident, but thanks to schools
like Saint Mary's, we can all continue
rational debates on our path to Truth.

Anne Rice loses her faith, says religion conflicts with beliefs
Religious actions can sometimes conflict with religious teaching and force believers out
llJ Jose llVarez
Staff Writer

nne Rice, best known as
the author of the Vampire Chronicles series of books
as well as numerous other works
on religion and gothic literature,
has announced that she is quitting
Christianity, but has decided to
keep her belief in Christ.
"For those who care, and I
understand if you don't: today I
quit being a Christian. I'm out.
I remain committed to Christ as
always but not to being 'Christian'
or to being part of Christianity.
It's simply impossible for me to

A

'belong' to this quarrelsome, hostile, disputatious, and deservedly
infamous group .. .in the name of
Christ, I refuse to be anti-gay ...
in the name of Christ, I quit
Christianity and being Christian.
Amen," Rice said in an interview
on July 29.
This is not the first time Rice
has quit Christianity-she once
quit in 1959 at the age of 18,
and returned in 1998 following
a sudden diabetic coma. One of
the issues Rice quit this time was
because she disagreed with Christianity's view on gay rights. Rice
supports gay rights. Rice's son,
Christopher, also a best-selling
author, is openly gay.

Having done my own quitting
in the same way as Rice did, I
found myself in the same shoes
as Rice. Aligning my own views
with the Christian view, or at least
what I was told was the Christian
view, was, to put it simply, just not
going to work out in the way that
either of us wanted it to work out.
My experience coming from
a Catholic high school is similar
to Rice's experience. I expected
compassion for my shortcomings;
instead, that compassion was
mysteriously absent. I felt that being thrown under that proverbial
church bus-by the principal, of
all people, someone I expected
to set a good example for me on

how to live, someone that called
me a good friend, and someone
that I had once trusted - hurt a
lot more than I thought it would.
I eventually found out that to
reconcile my belief in Christ without being part of an organized
religion was to, ironically, act like
a real Christian-treat others as
I wanted to be treated, and set a
good example for others to follow.
That was really the essence of it.
It took quite a while to get it, but
once I got it, it was the best feeling
I could possibly experience. For
the first time, I had accomplished
not only self-control, but also
won the friendship and respect of
many people. Looking back on it

all, maybe the experience of high
school was the cross I was meant
to bear, and I would be rewarded
for it eventually.
The Christian view of things
is not necessarily wrong and
definitely not something I am
against. There is plenty in religion
to admire. In fact, the teachings
of Jesus Christ and followers of
Christianity such as Mother Teresa are very good examples that
many should follow. However,
there are people in this world that
use the religion of Christianity to
do things that negatively affect
other people, and that needs to
change. That change can only
come from within.
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Trejo, Clooney face off 1n fall films
Violent imagery, special effects dominate Machete

The American features depth of character throughout

Photo courtesy of cdn.screenrant.corn

Photo courtesy of cdn.screenrant.com

bV Diana Ramirez

bVThomasvo

Staff Writer

Staff Writer

"You messed with the wrong Mexican,"
says Danny Trejo in the new movie Machete.
But there is no doubt that Trejo is the right
Mexican to play the unstoppable and indestructible "Machete." Trejo has earned the
persona of Machete through his previous
tough-guy roles and did not fall short on
Machete, giving an excellent performance.
Amidst the buzzing news of immigration
in the media, Machete couldn't have had a
better timing to premier. The controversy
from the film's political sentiments go right
in hand with the immigration hysteria currently taking place.
Robert Rodriguez's film is based on a
"fake" trailer made for the movie Grindhouse
three years ago. The exploitation film immediately grasps the audience's attention
in the first three minutes as severed limbs
and heads and nudity are introduced in a
grainy pseudo-retro film. Machete (Danny
Trejo), an ex-Mexican Federale, is setup by Booth (Jeff Fahey) to assassinate
Senator McLaughlin (Robert Di Niro)
but realizes he was framed a little too
late, and thus his quest for revenge begins.
The question on most people's mind
is: did it live up to the Grindehouse trailer
expectations? Yes. However, at times the
film could have been cut a little shorter to

really feel the effects of the action-packed
sequence presented in the trailer.
The recipe for Machete is as follows:
over-the-top violence and action, deadly
weapons, absurd special effects, crude
humor and some sex and nudity. Machete
delivers everything expected of a great
exploitation film. Its cast was made up of
such a variety of well-known actors that at
one point I wondered if it would live up to
its raw and gritty expectations, but because
they all executed their parts so well, I
never came to the conclusion that it didn't.
Besides Steven Seagal's hilarious attempt at
a Spanish accent (yes, Steven Seagal), most
of the humor was paired with violent scenes
which made it difficult to be grossed out by
the blood and guts and instead burst out in
laughter. Examples: one man's innards are
used as a rope and another unfortunate
soul is crushed to death by a hopping
low rider.
While some might call it garbage, those
who accept the movie for what it is and
are into the exploitation genre, will enjoy
Rodriguez's action film. In-order to enjoy
Machete, you have to go in expecting to
watch an over insanely violent yet hilarious film, and expect nothing more.
Grade: A

The American follows as spy, sometimes
known as Jack other times as Edward,
played expertly by George Clooney in a
surprisingly subtle role. He is a craftsman;
he creates weapons to suit a situations
needs. A group of men are trying to find
him and take him out, so he is hiding away
in a small village outside of Rome. His
employer instructs him to keep to himself
and not make any more "friends."
However, throughout the film he becomes friends with a both a priest and
prostitute; although they are at opposite
ends of the moral spectrum, Clooney's
character finds a strong solace in their
company.
Corbijn draws heavily from the western
genre, even showing a clip from a Sergio
Leone film in one of the scenes. Clooney's
character contemplates his mortality, his
life, and love. Much like Clint Eastwood's
Unforgiven, Corbjin gives us a character
that has caused death throughout his life,
and it is now that he begins to understand
the ramifications.
The film is sparse and beautiful; one
can tell that Corbijn has an eye for composition. The American is based in Italy,
where it relies on its beautiful landscapes
and worn architecture. Musically, the

Interpol mark 'introspective' return
Self-titled fourth album fails to live up to gradeur of debute
bv Susie Foresman
Staff Writer

New York-based Interpol exploded onto the music scene in
2002 with its driving and compelling album Turn on the Bright
Lights. Unfortunately, the band's
self-titled fourth album doesn't live
up to the grandeur of its debut, but
it has its own undeniable appeal.
Perhaps Interpol is going through
growing pains as bassist Carlos
D leaves, although he finished
recording his parts for this album
before his official exit.
Interpol puts the listener into
a trance as it progresses, with
each track transitioning more
smoothly to the next. Lead singer

Paul Banks' lyrical ambiguity and shoegaze genre becomes quite
drawling voice remain, which lend apparent throughout the album.
the songs a dazed, emotional feel, The album's closer, "The Undoalong with the layers of distorted ing ," lacks the punch that one
guitars and unrelenting drums.
might hope fo r as a final track,
Banks laments someone but it again showcases Banks '
close to him leaving, perhaps, introspective lyrics, even switching
in "Lights" : "All I fear I don't to Spanish for a few verses.
turn away I
Interpol is meland leave me
ancholy and introt o p 1ea d in _,
spective, perfect for
this hole of a
a moody winter's
place," as the
day spent alone.
band works
It's not the easiest
or most approachtoward a climax. "Barriable album, but it
has a unique apcade" seems to
peal, one that is
bear the most
resemblance
Photo courtesyoffusio1145. com
not SO common in
to Interpol's past work. A bit today's popular music scene. This
more fast-paced than the other offering certainly won't disappoint
songs, it showcases the rhythm fans of the band, but new listeners
section before Banks repeats, "It might have some difficulty getting
starts to feel like a barricade I to into the tracks.
keep us away I to keep us away."
G rade: B
The band's appreciation for the
Download: "Barricade"

soundtrack is u n obtrusive, foregoing
any typical thriller music, for a more
classical and traditional approach. The
script does not rely of plot or dialogue;
rather it seeks to show the viewer how a
character feels . This is where it may lose
its audience. Fans of foreign films will
absolutely love the depth Corbjin delves
into his characters.
However, for much of our generation
who has been raised on movies with explosions after explosions, The A merican
may ultimately prove to be too slow and
restrained , especially for a spy film. There
is hardly any action throughout the whole
film , there are no fancy cars (Clooney's
character drives a Fiat), there are no explosions, and the spy sees a prostitute to
get his fix. Note to those who may want
to see it: This is nothing like any James
Bond movie.
However, with all its faults, The American portrays a character that is lost and
lonely. He is looking for love in a career
filled with death, one where a friend might
be an enemy. The themes of this movie
are timeless, Clooney gives a very strong
performance and the film will appeal to
the more melancholy of viewers.
Grade: A-

We Crave Th.at Now?
Nike's Self-Lacing Shoes
bV Jose Alvarez
Staff W riter

For anyone who has seen the straps that can be automatically
1989 movie Back to the Future II, opened and closed to switch beyou may remember that the mov- tween a loosened and tightened
ie took place in 2015-which position of the upper. The article
further includes an
is now a mere
five years away.
automatic ankle
cinching system
In that future, the
filmmakers enthat is configured
to automatically
visioned people
adjust an ankle
with flying cars,
portion of the uphoverboards, and
per."
self-lacing shoes
- stuff that people
In addition, the
thought was imPho to courtes y of th ew rap.com
patent detailed that
possible at the tO me.
there must be a power
Soon, we may have our source for these shoes, and it
self-lacing shoes, because Nike will have an on-board battery.
recently filed a patent for such However, Nike is unclear on
technology. According to Nike's whether a regular or mini-USB
patent, "the automatic lac - port will be used to power the
ing system provides a set of shoe's automatic lacing.
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becomes top mid-major with BYU

New addition gives West Coast Conference another top sports school

BRYANT WEST

ove over, Pac-10 . You
aren't the only local
conference drawing in new talent.
The West Coast Conference announced this week that
Brigham Young University, or
BYU, will join the WCC in all
sports in the 2011-12 academic
year. BYU is an exceptionally
strong overall athletic school,
and in the realm of College
Basketball gives the WCC three
strong teams alongside Saint
Mary's and Gonzaga.
The news that BYU will join
the wee should be welcome
news to all the conference
schools and it gives the wee a

M

legitimate argument as the top
mid-major in the NCAA. That
realm used to be topped by the
Mountain West, but the MWC
lost both BYU and Utah (to the
Pac-10) this summer. The MWC
added Nevada, Fresno State and
Boise State, but none of them
have the reputation that BYU
or Utah have.
And Gonzaga, BYU and Saint
Mary's all made the big dance
in basketball last year to boot
- three teams. That's as many
births as the SEC got and more
than the Pac-10.
Along with Saint Mary's
emergence as a true contender
in the conference and a tournament giant-killer last season,
BYU's addition gives the WCC
some true power that used to
only include Gonzaga. Good
competition is always wonderful
news for the Gaels, since Saint
Mary's not good enough to demand games against the elite and now having two more games

against a strong opponent is
two fewer games of worth that
Randy Bennett has to schedule.
Of course, BYU isn't just
bringing over basketball -men's
and women's cross country,
men's and women's golf, women's soccer, men's and women's
tennis and women's volleyball
will all be getting a 9th conference opponent. BYU's football
program will become conference
independent, since no wee
school has football.
Other schools names floated
around, including Utah State,
but the wee seems uninterested
in adding public schools, and
BYU is another small, private
faith-based college much like
the majority of the conferences
schools. And when presented
with an opportunity to add
another strong athletic school,
the wee had to take advantage.
And if you're a Gaels fan, you're
looking ahead to a fantastic (and
tougher) wee next year.

VBALL: Gaels best Golden Eagles in fifth set
continued from page 8
took a 4-7 lead over the Gaels and
Saint Mary's played from behind
for most of the set. They fought
back from down 14-20 to take the
lead at 21 apiece. The Gaels did
not look back, and took the first
set 25-22.
The second set began much as
the first, Marquette got on the
board first. Both teams played
evenly until Marquette began to
pull away, gaining a 17-14 lead.
The Golden Eagles continued to
build on their lead and took the
set 19-25.
Following the break, the Gaels
stormed out of the locker room.
They took control of the game
early building a 13-7 lead. Marquette battled back to pull the
game within three, 23-20 but the
Gaels held on for the 25-21 win.
The Golden Eagles refused to
quit and in the third set they took
an early 5-9 lead. Saint Mary's
played three-to-four points behind for most of the game. However, the Gaels battled back to tie
the game at 24 all. A service error
gave Marquette the ball and they
took the game 24-26.
The fifth set proved to be just
as much of a battle. Both teams
played within one point of each
other, until the break, where the
Gaels held a 8-7 advantage. Saint
Mary's took their lead and never
looked back, stretching it to three
points and the 15-12 win.
Head coach Rob Browning
said, "At the end we stopped plays
that were unstoppable, that we
had not been able to stop before."
Saint Mary's is not 1-1 in
matches with five sets. "We have
good experience to handle situations. We will be good in fifth
games, we are experienced and
poised," noted Browning.
Leading the Gaels was Corp,
with a double-double . She

notched 20 kills and 20 digs for
the Gaels. Senior middle blocker
Shannon Lowell and freshman
outside hitter Jordan Shaw added
14 and 12, respectively. York also
recorded a double-double with 10
kills and 15 digs.

"We had to play our game. We
got caught up in their energy and
we had to step back and play like
we know how to play," Corp said.
The Gaels travel to Honolulu
next week to participate in the
three game Hawaii tournament.

Runners begin season in San Fran.
Women finish race fifth, men finish sixth
bV Alex Kozela
Detour Editor

The Gaels' men's and women's
cross country teams began the new
season by participating in the 18th
Annual San Francisco Invitational
last Saturday at Golden Gate Park
in San Francisco.
Saint Mary's sophomore Rosie
Smith led the way for the Gaels by
finishing 14th overall with a time
of 18:24.00. The women's team
finished fifth out of nine teams
in the 5k. Finishing second and
third for the Gaels were senior Tess
Grannemman at 17th and Alicia
Doohan placed 31st, respectively.

Freshman Mariah Alqvist finished
33rd and junior Natalie Sojka right
behind her at 34th.
For the men's team, junior Robb
Van Wyck led the team by finishing
21st overall with a time of 25:29.00.
The Gaels finished in sixth place
out of eight teams while competing in the 8k and had an average
time of 27:13. Senior Brad Alban
finished 30th overall, sophomore
James Hayes finished at 32nd, and
freshman Marco Siragusa finished
at 34th overall.
Saint Mary's cross country's next
event takes place on Saturday, September 11 at the Hornet Jamboree
at Granite Bay Regional Park in
Sacramento.

WSoccer: Keeper Peters allows no goals
continued from page 8
handler from her sweeper position
in the defense, but no one expected
her to break a scoreless tie in the
second half. In the 52nd minute,
Kruez received a ball from a few
yards out and punched it the net
for her first career goal. Paul was
again the Saint Mary's player on
the assisting end.
Twenty-five minutes later, senior
Alex Ciliento rose to the occasion.
After an extremely successful
freshman season, she struggled to
find consistent playing time under
the past coach and in Edwards'
first season last year, and she
notched her tenth career goal early
in her final season to put away an

unassisted shot late in the game to
finish off the Utes in dominating
fashion.
Peters, who posted two shutouts
this weekend, has yet to allow
a goal in a Gaels uniform. The
California-Davis transfer has
started four games for Saint Mary's
and seems to earning her keep in
the net.
This upcoming week, the Gaels
will play three home games. On
Tuesday, the Hawaii Rainbow
Warriors will come to town for a
4 pm kick off. In addition, Long
Beach State and Cal State Bakersfield will play games over the
weekend at Saint Mary's Stadium.

MSoccer: Late defense secures victory
continued from page 8
past junior goalkeeper Doug
Herrick off a header, and in 75th
minute Reed Losee's goal put
Northwestern within easy reach
of a tie. But the Gaels defense recovered and, despite a few strong
attempts in the closing minutes,
the Wildcats couldn't get another
score and the Gaels pulled off
the win.

Saint Mary's and San Francisco both finished with 1-0-1
records, but the tiebreaker came
down to goals scored and the
Gaels three goals on the day
bested the Don's two on the
weekend.
The Gaels next play on Friday
against Bay Area rival Cal at the
Golden Bears Stadium.

PLAYER OF THE WEEK

Trevor Newquist
Men's Soccer

~
925-631 - 7000

455 Moraga Road Suite F
Rent or pay on-line

www.5Aspace.com

Sophomore Trevor
Newquist finished
with a goal and an
assist in the Gaels
3-2 victory against
#9 Northwestern
on Sunday and was
named MVP of the
Saint Mary's Tournament.
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Gaels win Saint Mary's tournament
After scoreless tie to Cal-State Fullerton, Gaels best #9 Northwestern 3-2

Newcomers
lead Gaels
New talent is big
part of the Gaels
4-0 start
by DJ Bowen
Staff Writer

Gaels going immediately into
the game, scoring off a header
with just 39 seconds off the clock
with an assist from Newquist.
In the 12th minute, sophomore
Jose Cabeza nailed a goal from
eight yards out, and in the 18th
minute Newquist scored a goal
of his own with a header off a
corner kick from junior Joel Furnia. Saint Mary's controlled the
tempo, controlled the ball and
kept Northwestern in control.
But in the second half, the
Wildcats took advantage of a
lackluster Gaels defense. In the
68th minute Cody Stanley scored

The Saint Mary's women's soccer team took its undefeated efforts
to Utah this weekend and finished
the weekend just as successfully as
it began.
After Sunday's victory, head
coach Kai Edwards was hugely
proud of his team, saying "Getting six points on the road in the
altitude of Utah, with two shutouts
and five goals, a coach can't ask for
much more ... We will enjoy this
win tonight and tomorrow, but our
focus is playing with high-energy
and quality on Tuesday. [The defense was] big time in the back
today, it was a total team effort."
Facing Weber State and Utah,
two teams without a win on the
season, the Gaels defeated the
Wildcats 3-0 on Friday and the
Utes 2-0 on Sunday, all on second
half goals.
During Friday's game, the Gaels
continued to get help from newcomers. All three goals were
scored by a pair of freshmen and
a three-save shutout was posted by
transfer goalkeeper Sarah Peters.
Jordan Marada scored twice in
the match, in the 60th and 83rd
minutes, raising her team lead in
goals scored to three on the season. The first goal was assisted by
sophomore Daelyn Paul and the
final goal of the match was scored
off a Weber State turnover.
Freshman Emma Korlof also
notched the second goal of the
match in the 70th minute that was
assisted by a Caroline Shevlin pass
in the box.
In Sunday's action, the Gaels
had goals scored from two players
on last year's squad, but not the
team's usual suspects. Sophomore
Caroline Kreuz is an adept ball
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Sophomore Trevor Newquist won Tournament MVP after a goal and an assist on Sunday.

bv Brvant West
Editor-in-Chief

The Saint Mary's men's soccer
team opened the season by capturing the Saint Mary's tournament
title. The Gaels tied with Cal-State
Fullerton on Saturday and followed it with a 3-2 win over #9
Northwestern on Sunday. A 1-1
USF tie with Cal-State secured the
title for the home team. Sophomore Trevor Newquist was named
tournament MVP after scoring
a goal and notching an assist in
Sunday's performance.
"I'm happy that we won our
own tournament," said head
coach Adam Cooper. "This is

great for us, and good for the
conference with San Francisco
finishing second."
Friday's match against CalState Fullerton
was a defensive
grudge match in
which neither team
was able to score.
The Gaels had 10
shots, including
five on goal, and
limited the Titans
to just two shots on goal. CalState actually netted a goal with
just over a minute to play, but an
offside call negated the goal and
kept the game a tie.
On Sunday, it was a "tale of

two halves" according to Cooper.
The Gaels dominated the first 25
minutes of the game, getting three
goals past the seemingly lifeless
#9 Wildcats and
yet very nearly
fell apart in the
second before
sneaking away
with a 3-2 vietory.
"We came
out on fire and
scored three very good goals,"
said Cooper. "I thought we eased
up on the gas a bit in the second
half. Overall, a good win against
a very good team."
Junior Tom Mohoric got the
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Gaels can't best #14 UCLA, but three wins give Gaels 5-2 record
Saint Mary's volleyball fall to Bruins but get victories over Trojans, Highlanders and Golden Eagles
bV Caitlin Graveson
Staff Writer

Saint Mary's volleyball entered
the second week of preseason
looking to improve on their 2-1
record . The Gaels took three out
of four games, defeating San Jose
State in four games on Wednesday, falling to #14 UCLA on
Friday in four games, sweeping
UC Riverside at their first home
game on Saturday and pulling
out a five-set win at home against
Marquette on Sunday.
Saint Mary's bounced back
from their loss to Long Beach
State by sweeping San Jose State
(0-4) at their own tournament
on Wednesday. Saint Mary's
opened the first set with a 5-1
lead. Sophomore outside hitter

Lauren Corp notched three of the
five kills on her way 12 kills on
the day. The Gaels easily handled
the Spartans , defeating them
25- 7. San Jose put up more of a
fight in the second set, notching
15 points. The Spartans gained
confidence and took the third
set 25-23. The Gaels came back
swinging in the fourth set, taking it 25-16.
Senior outside hitter Megan
York recorded a team-high 13
kills and 13 digs. York is coming
off a great week. In Week One
of play, she was named to the
Long Beach State Baden Classic
All-Tournament team.
On Friday, the Gaels (3-2) took
on their first Pac-10 team, #14
UCLA (4-1) . Saint Mary's fell
in four sets, 16-25, 25-20, 19-25,

and 26-24 . Sophomore middle
blocker Gabby Jolly notched a
career-high 17 kills to lead the
team. York and senior libero
Kelly Huston both added 12 digs.
Kamana 'o added 23 assists.
In their first home stand, the
Gaels swept UC Riverside, 25-14,
25-16, 25-21. Corp led the Gaels
with 13 kills and York notched 11
with eight digs.
On Sunday, the Gaels defeated
the Marquette Golden Eagles (32) in a dramatic five-set match,
25-22, 19-25, 25-21, 24-26, 15-12.
Marquette opened the first set by
getting on the board first. The
teams played evenly; early on
each point was earned only after
a long rally. The Golden Eagles
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Senior middle blocker Shannon Lowell had 14 kills and three blocks in the
Gaels 3·2 win over Marquette on Sunday.

